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With no care for glory or honour, Jem’Hadar care only for victory in battle and 
the defeat of their enemies. Like the Vorta and a few other select species, the 
Jem’Hadar were genetically engineered by the Founders to serve as soldiers 
of the Dominion. Jem’Hadar make up the vast majority of the armed forces of 
the Dominion, comprising one of the most powerful armies in the galaxy. As 
an artificial species, all Jem’Hadar are male. New soldiers are conceived and 
gestated in birthing chambers; after they emerge they rapidly grow and reach 
maturity in three days. The species has no concept of rest or relaxation, 
they create no art and practice no crafts. After several rebellions, the 
Founders bred a weakness into the Jem’Hadar. The species is lacking 
a vital enzyme, without which they become increasingly irritable and 
short tempered before succumbing to insanity then death as their 
circulatory system fails.

EXAMPLE VALUE: Obedience Brings Victory, and Victory is Life

ATTRIBUTES: +1 Daring, +1 Fitness, +1 Insight

TRAIT: Jem’Hadar. Bred to be warriors, Jem’Hadar are stronger 
and hardier than most humanoid species, including Humans and 
Klingons. The skin of Jem’Hadar is thick and resistant to damage, 
rendering them largely immune to energy weapons set to stun 
They possess keen senses, and have excellent eyesight. 
Jem’Hadar have no need for sleep, and the only nourishment they 
require is the drug ketracel-white, which not only replaces their 
missing enzyme but contains all required nutrients.

TALENTS: The character receives  access to the following talents:

DESIGNED FOR WAR
REQUIREMENT: Jem’Hadar, or Gamemaster’s Permission
Jem’Hadar are genetically engineered to be soldiers. They are immune 
to starvation and thirst, and possess Resistance 1. You feel no discomfort 
from pain, gaining an addition 3 Resistance against non-lethal attacks, 
and suffer no penalties or hindrances caused by pain. You must intake the 
drug ketracel-white each day or all tasks your maximum Stress and Control 
Attribute are reduced by 1 for each day missed.

SHROUD
REQUIREMENT: Jem’Hadar, or Gamemaster’s Permission
Jem’Hadar can emit an energy field that warps light, allowing themselves to 
cloak themselves, but effectively using this ability requires training. You can 
spend 2 Momentum as a Minor Action to become invisible, increasing 
the Difficulty of all Tasks to observe you or locate your position by 3. 
This effect lasts for the rest of the scene, ending early if you make an 
attack or end the effect with a Minor Action.


